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Academic Interests

- 20th-century American literature
- Digital humanities
- Media studies
- Reading
- Scholarly communication
- Technology

About

Kathleen Fitzpatrick is Associate Executive Director and Director of Scholarly Communication of the Modern Language Association, where she serves as Managing Editor of *PMLA* and other MLA publications. She also holds an appointment as Visiting Research Professor of English at NYU. She is author of *Planned Obsolescence: Publishing, Technology, and the Future of the Academy* (NYU Press, 2011) and of *The Anxiety of Obsolescence: The American Novel in the Age of Television* (Vanderbilt University Press, 2006). She is co-founder of the digital scholarly network MediaCommons, where she led a number of experiments in open peer review and other innovations in scholarly publishing.

Education

- PhD, English, New York University, 1998.
- BA, English, Louisiana State University, 1988.

Recent Commons Activity

- Started the topic Discussion of publications gu... in the discussion Publications Committee
The Ideological Train to Globalization: Bong Joon-ho's The Host and Snowpiercer

Author(s): Brandon Taylor (see profile)
Date: 2016
Forum(s): MS Screen Arts and Culture, MS Visual Culture
Subject(s): Film studies, Media studies
Item Type: Article
Permanent URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.17613/M6TG8F

El dantisme de Manuel de Montoliu

Author(s): Francesco Ardolino (see profile)
Date: 2007
Forum(s): LLC Catalan Studies, LLC Medieval and Renaissance Italian, TC Translation Studies
Jane Smith

Commons username: @janesmith
http://slavicist.alpha.hcommons.org

Academic Interests
- Russian culture
- Russian literature
- Ukrainian literature

About
Jane Smith is Assistant Professor of Slavic Literature at Large Public University. She received her PhD in 2008 from Elite Private. Her first book, *New Studies in Slavic Literature*, will be published in 2017 by University Press. She blogs at *Digital Slavicist*.
John Doe

Commons username: @mrjohndoe
http://digamst.hcommons.org

Academic Interests
American history
American studies
Digital history

About
John Doe is a graduate student in American history at Large Public University, where he is completing a dissertation on new digital methodologies in American history and American studies. He publishes frequently at the blog Digital American Studies.
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